Know Your Power

Defend yourself: In Public
(not while driving)

• Ask them to **identify** themselves.

• Provide your name **only**.

• Remain Silent - If you choose to speak, **remember to not lie**.

• **Ask for a warrant** and check to see if your name’s on it and if so that it’s spelled correctly.

• **Record and report** the incident.

• **Stay calmed** and don’t run.

• **Don’t share** your personal or loved one’s information (name, address)

• **Don’t take ICE to your house** to pick up your ID.

• **Do not sign** anything. **Do not consent** to being searched.

• **ICE Lies:** Do not agree to what ICE asks, for example, do not follow them to their office, to immigration offices or do not agree to meet them for coffee.

While asserting our rights does not guarantee the stop of arrest at the moment, it is important to exercise our rights to facilitate our defense. You are not alone. Our movement is ready to support you, fight for your freedom, and reclaim the humanity of our community.

unitedwedream.org/knowyourpower

Text KnowYourPower 877-877